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The so called “anonymous money”...

 A new financial system .The world of money is transforming

There is a revolution in payment

 Invented in 2008 by the mysterious Satoshi Nakamoto and released shortly after 
to the public. 

A new era of alternative forms of capital

Not controlled or owned by any individual, corporation or government

 It extensively uses cryptography technique and relies on a peer-to-peer 
network.The novelty is that these networks have implemented the distributed 
ledger technology using cryptographic technique, for validation of payments , 
recorded in a public distributed ledger ( register) called blockchain 
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BLOCKCHAINS as the” framework” of the use/property of 
cryptocurrencies 

Since the success of Bitcoin, there have been over 3,000 other 
virtual currencies introduced with varying degrees of success and 
popularity such as Ethereum or Ripper ,  Litecoin, Monero and 
Dash. There have even been crowdfunded cryptocurrencies such 
as Lisk.
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https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.techradar.com/news/internet/bitcoin-vs-distributed-ledger-vs-ethereum-vs-blockchain-1328432&sa=D&ust=1536315976390000&usg=AFQjCNGmpE-821MA4qazFRjKuWou0zqWOg


Virtual Money and its impact...
Markets Vs. Banks and Banks Vs markets

Academic and Banks are predicting transformative implication in payments.

Cryptocurrency put the attention on transforming customers and enterprise 
approach 

Consumers demand new way of payment and transaction benefits

“The new technology will do away with the need for trusted third  parties such as 
banks or civil law notaries”( without their services)

potential benefit: speed and efficient 

substantial risk : anonym, safe and absence of regulation. for now !
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exemples
From micropayments to a major source of 
investments

IBM- MICROSOFT- TOYOTA ---invest in Block 
Chains 
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We can find an evident intention|acceptance of crypto payments

The importance of the age and gender composition customers :

in the beginning more young people and more male 

not now, not at all

characteristic : a lot of asimetric informations
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Advantages 

For first : ease of use

 Quicker payments :  in alternative forms of capital,using native 
token, facilitating the networking process, in absence of a central 
authority or any regulation

No credit intermediaries such as banks or governments…

 No liability of anyone
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Guarantees:  Anonymity,  privacy of the investor and of the 
investment, safer transactions.  

What market thinks about : relatively safe - crypto, relatively  
labour- time cost cripto,(ease to use),  relatively transaction cost 
cripto  (low), relatively exchange rate risk ( fluctuations in the value 
is accepted)
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Coin is designed to be peer to peer version of electronic cash 

- allow transaction to be anonymous using a payers address 
recorded in blockchain 

- It is  possible to use without the real identity of users 
- some authority think it is a risk for improving criminal activity

However today banks studying the phenomena and some using 
Blockchain technologies
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Disantvadges 

Criminal misuse of cryptocurrencies: money 
laundering, tax evasion, terrorism. 

Speculative bubble 

Riskiness of the investment: high volatility 

 Bank loss 
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THE OPINION…...

 “In terms of using Bitcoin or some of the 
cryptocurrencies, we are also looking at it, but I’m 
told the vast majority of cryptocurrencies are 
basically Ponzi schemes,”                                                                     
World Bank Group President Jim Yong Kim

European Central Bank: cryptocurrencies as a 
convertible decentralized virtual currency 
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However… 

Banks are approaching a new financial model for 
managing cryptocurrencies…

And

 Companies efforts to bring cryptocurrencies to 
mainstream by startup projects 
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      we need         
REGULATION 
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An open letter to banks about Bitcoin 
and Crypto currencies
by Peter MC Cormack:   

  “ Dear Mr Bank Manager

This is not an easy letter for me to write 

I have been  a customer of yours for over 20 years….

I’ll let you into a little secret. You were my first!....

This relationship means so much more to me  than you 

You may not have noticed that our relationship has changed . …

I am worried that if we don’t  talk we might have to separate ”
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